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Smithsonian Science for the Classroom Module: What Can Maps Tell Us About Land and Water on Earth? 
www.carolina.com/ssftc 

Discussion Questions:
   1. What things can an artist look for to paint land 
       and water?  
   2. What does an artist need to do besides draw 
       and paint? 
 

Discussion Questions:
   1. How does a person navigate in a submarine without
       windows? 
   2. How do people map the ocean floor when they canʼt 
       get to it? 
   3. What do you think you would find at the bottom of 
       the ocean?
 

Discussion Questions:
   1. What was ICESat used for?
   2. How did scientists solve a problem in the story?
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4 Discussion Questions: 
    1. What patterns can you find near you?
   2. What features do you often see in groups?

Discussion Questions:
   1. Why are symbols important? 
   2. What symbols could you use to show the
       features near your home?
 

Discussion Questions:
   1. How do we know what features are on the
       Moon and Mars? 
   2. Why are maps helpful for people exploring
       space?
 

Discussion Questions:
   1. Why were maps important for airmail pilots? 



Smithsonian Science Stories: Grade 2 Earth Science Mapping Earth—Discussion questions with 
anticipated response 

“Adventurous Art” 

1. What things can an artist look for to paint land and water? (Shapes like triangles or circles and 
colors.) 

2. What does an artist need to do besides draw and paint? (They need to observe closely and 
communicate what they see. They need to experiment with colors to match what they see.) 

“Secrets under the Sea”  

1. How does a person navigate in a submarine without windows? (They use maps to know what 
landforms are in the ocean.) 

2. How do people map the ocean floor when they can’t get to it? (They use special tools that help 
them find landforms and take measurements.) 

3. What do you think you would find at the bottom of the ocean? (Rocks, tiny animals) 

“Operation IceBridge” 

1. What was ICESat used for? (To measure large areas of ice and snow.) 
2. How did scientists solve a problem in the story? (They measured the ice from airplanes when 

the satellite did not work.) 

“Picking Out Patterns” 

1. What patterns can you find near you? (Roads lead us to buildings. There are smaller hills next to 
taller mountains. Mountain peaks are side by side. Ocean waves come in and go out.) 

2. What features do you often see in groups? (Mountains, islands, mesas, buildings, trees) 

“A Series of Symbols” 

1. Why are symbols important? (They need to tell people what something means.) 
2. What symbols could you use to show the features near your home? (Wavy lines because there is 

water near me. Squares because there are lots of buildings. Triangles and mounds because 
there are mountains and hills.) 

“Land in Space” 

1. How do we know what features are on the Moon and Mars? (We use tools like telescopes and 
rovers to see the features.)  

2. Why are maps helpful for people exploring space? (They help people know where to land on the 
Moon. They help people know where to send the rovers.) 

“Maps in Flight” 

1. Why were maps important for airmail pilots? (They needed to follow landmarks if their other 
tools didn’t work right.)  




